EFFICIENT METHOD OF MANAGING TRAFFIC!

Kindly arrange a meeting or demo with us by dropping an email below
sale@airiglobal.com

LICENSE PLATE RECOGNITION

- Digitising images of vehicle plate using **AI Deep Learning** for matching purposes or big data
- Securing your premises by preventing illegal entry for black list
- Fast & seamless entry for pre-registered vehicles
APPLICABLES

1. **Highway Monitoring**
   a) Speed capturing up to 250 kmph
   b) Suitable for any **speeding offences**

2. **Carpark Management**
   a) Capturing vehicle number plate for **ticketing or staff tracking**
   b) For commercial buildings or factories, warehouse or port to track goods or logistics

3. **Safe City**
   a) Deployed throughout the main entrances of a city
   b) To filter any **black list vehicle** with outstanding offences or possible terrorist
   c) Integrable with **Intelligent Traffic Management** system

Widely used in many developed cities, ensuring safety and smooth traffic management.

**Intelligent solution into IR 4.0!**
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